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TotsBots Easyfit V2
Beautiful 'All-in-one' one size nappy with exciting print designs.
It is made from a really soft PUL outer giving a snug soft fit on
even the skinniest legs. It must be one of the softest outers we
have come across!
It has a shaped, one piece design with elasticated legs & waist.
There is wick-proof edging to prevent leaks – this is a very reliable
nappy. It is slim fitting with multi-directional stretch - fits like a
glove every time! It has a fold-out bamboo/microfibre core for
good absorbency with quicker drying.
The inside of the nappy is bamboo lined – unusually there is no
microfleece layer so you have a choice of natural fabric against
baby's skin.
The Easyfit can be used as it is or boosted for heavy wetters.
Velcro style aplix fastening - no excuses for Dad!
One size from birth to potty - simply adjust the height using the
poppers on the front.
8 -35lbs / 3.6 - 16kgs

Hunny Highlights

✔ Absorbent but reasonably quick drying - about 12
hours on an airer
✔ Easy aplix fastening
✔ Plenty of room for booster pads
✔ Company has Ethical Consumer Best Buy Label
✔ Manufactured in Scotland - low nappy miles!
✔ Great prints
✔ Incredibly soft waterproof outer

Nappy Do

✔ Wash nappies a few times prior to use to increase
the absorbency
✔ Flush away solids & pull out fold-out core for
easier washing and drying
✔ Store in a dry nappy bucket – do not soak
✔ Wash at 40°C or 60°C (follow the care label) in
non-biological detergent (2 tablespoons is enough
to get your nappies clean). You will also need to
add sanitiser (or use a detergent specially
formulated for nappies such as TotsBots 'Potion')
✔ Tumble dry on low heat or air dry

✔

Hunny Heads-up

Not as quick drying as microfibre
May not fit a large toddler
Not suitable as a night time nappy unless boosted
Aplix easier for toddlers to undo than poppers
(although easier to put on a wriggly baby!)
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Nappy Don't
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Do not use fabric softeners, bleach, stain
removers, bicarbonate of soda or vinegar
Do not tumble on high heat
Don't use nappy creams without a liner (see Nappy
Rash info sheet)

Hunny Hints

✔ Once washed and dried, fold in absorbent core so
the nappies are ready to go.

See Washing and Drying info sheet
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